
infltr – 4 Apps in 1: Edit your Photos, Live Photos, Videos & Animated GIFs 
 
 
18th of May 2017 - London, UK - Leading photography App, infltr, today becomes the first and only App to 
allow editing of the 4 most popular types of visual media on mobile: photos, Live Photos, video & animated 
GIFs.  
 
It is revolutionary because every single player in the photo & video scape (Instagram, Enlight, Afterlight, 
Aviary, etc.) only allow users to edit photos and sometimes videos using a limited set of fixed filters.   
 
infltr, short for “infinite filters” lets users discover millions of filters using touch & swipe. Filters change and 
are applied in real-time depending on user interaction. This way, a video can be played and edited at the 
same time.  Why hasn’t anyone else done this this way on mobile yet? We believe that the lack of 
innovation is because real-time filtering is computationally intensive and crucially, no-one seems to have 
figured out the necessary user interface.  
 
In the new infltr, 10 new adjustment & transform tools have been introduced to enhance all 4 types of 
media. Users will be able to change: saturation, brightness, contrast, filter intensity, crop, rotate, 
straighten, flip horizontally, flip vertically and change perspective horizontally & vertically.  
For even greater controls, history of edits can be visualized and edits can be undone.  
 
Users can combine these new adjustments with infltr’s original filters & vignette to create their own 
personal filters which are saved to their account on the cloud, and so accessible from any devices. Users 
can create a style and apply it to a series of photos, videos etc. It is perfect when doing a photo shoot or to 
edit pictures from a trip or a party since they all usually have the same light and visual properties. It is a 
great way to create a personal and unique style for Instagram or for a blog post.  
 
 

 
 
 



These new editing capabilities have also been integrated in to infltr’s camera which allows users to capture 
filtered photo & Live Photos. The filter can be changed in camera mode in real time by touching the screen. 
Now saturation, brightness, contrast, vignette, filter intensity can also be changed before shooting.  
Users can access and create their own personal filters directly from the camera.  
 
Whenever a media is captured or edited with infltr, the original data are not destroyed but hidden in the 
filtered file. Unlike many other photography apps out there, a photo can be edited multiple times with 
infltr without loosing any of the original image information. infltr is also one of the only App out-there to 
allow editing of HD pictures without losing any resolution.  
 

About infltr: www.infltr.com 
 
Named Editors Choice and Best New App by Apple in over 150 countries, infltr is a new type of 
photography App available on the App Store worldwide in 22 different languages for iPhone & iPad (iOS 
10.0 and above), iMessage and Apple Watch (watchOS 3.0 and above). Earlier this year, infltr won a 
Creativepool Annual 2017 Award.  
 
Its patent-pending technologies allow users to add infinite filters before and after they take & edit any type 
of visual media using touch. Users simply have to touch the screen in any direction to change the filter over 
the camera view or the editor. Users should keep panning in any direction to discover new filters - there 
are now over 7 million individual filters to choose from. infltr’s mission is to help users be more creative, to 
improve the experience of taking pictures on mobile and to save the time it takes to create a beautiful 
picture.  
 
Download the App: www.apple.co/infltr 
 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/infltr 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/infltr_app 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/infltr 
Youtube: www.infltr.com/youtube 
 
For media enquiries, contact media@infltr.com & +447972753414 
Press kit and media assets available for download at: http://www.infltr.com/presskitkit 
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